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Annual Report Introduction
Beginning in the Autumn of 2016, concerned First Responders associated with Clallam Fire District 3
(CCFD3) began developing an expanded training program for Community Emergency Response Team
(CERT) volunteers on the Olympic Peninsula. Drawing from earthquake response initiatives already
underway in California, and other parts of the world, CCFD3 soon created a unique CERT program
tailored to the specific needs of the Olympic Peninsula by combining well-known First-Responder bestpractices with useful guidance found in FEMA training manuals and other resources. CCFD3’s unique
CERT program is a highly innovative and systematic program that organizes, trains, equips and sustains a
continuously ready cadre of CERT volunteers. CCFD3’s tailored program has set up regionally-based
team organizations, robust command, control and communications structures, regional team operations
assignments, and hosts monthly team training meetings. This high degree of team preparation is necessary
because of the severe risk and uncertain timing of a geologically imminent Cascadia Subduction
Earthquake event that is forecasted to collapse public (and private) infrastructures and impose major
disruptions all along the western coasts of the United States and Canada.
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Pictured above: CERT Volunteers operated Sequim’s Community Point of Distribution(CPOD)
for several months in 2020.

Executive Summary
The important points that one should derive from this annual report are as follows:



There is a severe need for increased emergency preparedness on the Olympic Peninsula
because: the life-threatening effects of a major Cascadia Subduction event will certainly
be severe and widespread; the larger population centers along the I-5 corridor will become
the predictable focus of the nation’s emergency response efforts; thus, Peninsula residents
cannot expect to receive outside emergency assistance in the weeks and months following
a major disaster.



The CERT Program offers Emergency managers in Clallam’s operational areas viable
means to materially reduce or mitigate the effects of such a major disaster on the
Peninsula.



The CERT Program relies on the willingness of citizen volunteers to step forward and
serve their fellow neighbors in need, without any pay or compensation, which results in a
highly cost-effective means to augment the limited resources of Clallam’s operational
areas professional responders.



Despite the challenges presented by the current COVID pandemic, the CERT Program is
nevertheless seeking to sustain its high degree of readiness, first by making the public
more aware of its mission objectives, and secondly by proactively recruiting additional
volunteers and leaders to rejuvenate this important mission when mandated COVID19
restrictions are eventually eased.
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Program Purpose
Clallam County needs to develop the means to respond to a violent Cascadia Earthquake event in which
the bulk of its public support infrastructure elements (power, roadways, bridges and communications
systems) are credibly predicted to suffer such extensive damage that the entire Peninsula may very well
be completely isolated. This means the Olympic Peninsula would be cut off from outside agency
deliveries such as food, medical support, and sheltering facilities for an extended period of time (weeks if
not months). Such a wide-spread event would completely overwhelm CCFD3’s very limited numbers of
locally available First-Responders. The seriousness of this anticipated disaster scenario has motivated
CCFD3 emergency planners to develop an expanded CERT program that incorporates emergency
capabilities that, by necessity, significantly exceed the modest scope of the standard FEMA-based CERT
programs used elsewhere. The purpose of Eastern Clallam County's CERT Program is to develop and
deploy a cadre of highly trained citizen volunteers who would be able to safely augment CCFD3’s local
First-Responders helping mitigate the initial effects of such a broad ranging disaster for the affected
population. Being a person pool, creates a group of individuals who can be flexible and are able to take on
secondary roles. This has become so important in the last year, with CERT volunteers assisting the Food
Bank with food distribution as well as assisting Jamestown Health Clinic with Vaccination logistics. At
its heart, this CERT program represents a community service initiative that primarily focuses on
preserving human lives and promoting public safety during times of disaster.

Water Purification System to
support daily needs for 300
persons

Shipping containers
equipped to store supplies

Portable Kitchen for large scale
food preparation and distribution

Shipping containers
equipped to store supplies
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Program Vision
CCFD3 will train, organize, equip and sustain twenty continuously operational CERT teams capable of
participating in:



Type IV (urban) search and rescue operations involving non-structural
entrapment;



Light fire control and suppression;



Disaster medical assistance operations involving victim triage with treatment and
transport; tasks that are safely conducted within pre-authorized operational areas
using tools and procedures that are consistent with, and do not exceed, CERT
specific training and certification levels;



A pool of volunteers who are able to support the Sequim Operational Area.

Program Goals


GOAL 1: Train advanced skills that meet Urban Search and Rescue Type IV
standards. Incorporate applicable training materials within the CERT Academy
syllabus.



GOAL 2: Develop policies for shared interagency resources during disaster
recovery periods.



GOAL 3: Develop a strategy for applying for grants.



GOAL 4: Establish regular access to appropriately sized meeting spaces to
accommodate on-going CERT training activities.
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Emergency Response Teams are assigned to serve within defined “islands” of
operational responsibility to augment limited First Responder assets during times of
widespread disaster.

Metrics and Returns on Investment (ROI)
SCOPE:






661 individuals that have completed academy.
13 individuals who did not complete academy training.
45 individuals are for outside organizations (X Jefferson County, X Clallam County)
158 of those individuals are no longer available.
503 individuals are assigned to 14 operational teams.

FUNDING:





From 2016 to date, the Academy has trained:

As of December 31st, 2020, CCFD3’s CERT program has received grant funding and
local contributions in the amount of $38,651 from the following sources:

$3,000 from the Federal Government;
$12,000 from Local Government;
$23,651 from private community donations.

All contributions were spent on safety and communications equipment, equipment storage, and medical
supplies. CCFD3’s volunteer CERT members, instructors and trainers all donate their time and dedicate
their personal resources on a purely pro-bono basis. Because of the enormity of the structural challenges
facing the CERT effort, this important program must continuously look for additional funding sources.
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Emergency Response Team volunteers also contribute personal funds to purchase
needed first aid and rescue tools in order to ready themselves for a disaster event.
Pictured is an example of a portable first aid station created by one the CCFD3’s
CERT teams.

ROI Continued COMMUNITY BENEFITS
The CERT program, as currently constructed, serves the citizens of the Olympic Peninsula by providing a
viable means to reduce or mitigate loss of life in the aftermath of a major disaster in the community.
Trained CERT volunteers, deployed to specific neighborhoods, will likely serve as the principal means by
which citizens can remain informed about disaster assistance plans. As they are also residents of the
specific communities in which they are deployed, CERT members can serve as an authoritative and
calming presence during such emergencies. CERT volunteers can also perform secondary missions of
food, water, and supply distribution, traffic control, basic first aid, etc. Finally, CERT teams are prepared
to deal with a major disaster as well as being equally prepared to deal with lesser emergencies.
BENEFITS FOR FIRE DISTRICTS
The CERT program serves to augment and enhance the ability of the Fire District(s) to perform their
missions during a major emergency. During times of overwhelming demand for limited First Responder
resources, the addition of CERT trained volunteers offers fire commanders a force multiplier that can be
deployed and directed to great effect. The CERT volunteers offer their services freely, and such help,
when properly trained and organized, is extremely cost-effective. The CERT Program, as it develops
over time, will also serve to bridge civilian relationships with professional responders and strengthen
mutual trust and reliance on the contributions each team can make in times of emergency.
BENEFITS FOR EMERGENCY MANAGERS
Elected leaders and agency managers who must respond quickly to a wide-spread disaster event will
appreciate the contributions of CERT trained volunteers who can be deployed in numbers to mitigate the
effects of the disaster on human lives and property. Moreover, CERT volunteers who are present onscene can provide real time ground truth reports and damage assessments to higher authorities as the full
extent of the disaster unfolds. The benefits of CERT Program assets are important and should thus feature
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prominently in the Comprehensive Emergency Management Plans that are written to guide governing
body responses to disaster events.
The monetary value of CERT volunteer hours is set by Independent Sector for 2020 as $27.20 per hour.
Administration Overhead hours for the team was 2150 for 2020. This consisted of Coordinating Class,
Calendaring of events, issuing IDs, Year End Reports, Public Information work, After Action Reports,
and Special Project including radio mapping and testing of the new communication system for CERT
which completed in December of 2020. Total hours for the year were suppressed by the restrictions of
COVID-19. The total value of the volunteer hours for the year was worth $322,850 to the community.
Between 2016, and present, volunteer hours have been worth $ 1,671,564 to the community.

VOLUNTEER PARTICIPATION & HOURS

Area

Month Events Persons Hours

Tasks

Totals =
CERT Classes: COVID quarantine began Jan
in March and all remaining classes were
Feb
cancelled for the year.
Mar

3 days
3 days
1 day

Totals =
Jan

Monthly Team Activities from 078s

Feb
Mar
Apr

Training

May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec

Administration Overhead
Totals =

Public
Presentations
Community
Events

Camping in Your Home
Cascadia Presentations
Map Your Neighborhood

6
1
1
4

77
43
26
27

1837
1026.5
547.5
263

1462
107
257
188
142
151
118
73
94
100
88
65
79

3074.01
298.53
636.78
372.65
255.8
242
193.75
149
193.75
217.25
254.25
128.25
132

6
80
20
10
50

2150
10
2
1
7

All cancelled due to COVID-19
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Totals =

COVID Call-0uts:
(Flyer Distributions
and
Community Food Box Distributions)

TOTAL 2020
The value of volunteer time for 2020 is $27.20 per hour

Mar
Apr

542
60
12

4704.5
607.5
299

May
June
July
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec

2
48
139
50
109
52
38
32

6
649
854
675
992
329.5
152.5
140

2214 11869.51
$322,850

Program Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Risks
Review of the CERT program's Strengths, Weakness, Opportunities, and Risks indicate the following:
STRENGTHS
 An abundance of technical expertise resides within SOA’s existing population;
 Communications facilities can support emergency operations;
 CERT has local government & tribal support.
WEAKNESSES
 Succession shortfalls; too few leaders available to sustain long term program success;
 Limited classroom, equipment storage and meeting spaces;
 Not enough volunteers to serve a 142 square mile area containing 36,000+ persons;
 Aging CERT volunteer population;
 Medical facilities and schools have limited integrated disaster plans;
 Insufficient program funding for the scope of tasks;
 Governments' disaster preparedness are not high priorities;
 No disaster transportation plan exists to reestablish supply corridors (in-process);
 No sheltering and "spontaneous volunteer" procedures are in place (in-process).
OPPORTUNITIES
 Strong City of Sequim support, even beyond city boundaries;
 Leverage relationships with the media;
 Link up with the Pacific Northwest Seismic Network (PNSN), Legislators, National





Guard, and State Emergency Management Department (EMD);
Leverage community members' skills.
Obtain Defense Reutilization and Marketing Office (DRMO) support;
Integrate and collaborate with Disaster Air Response Team (DART) resources;
Enlist support and collaboration with surrounding counties;
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Combine resources to establish a Regional CERT Academy;
Leverage relationship with the Ruckelshaus Institute of Government Relations.

RISKS:





National Guard medical units unavailable to Sequim Operational Area (half of Clallam
County);
Low sense of urgency among State policymakers, disaster processes, and functions;
Fire District(s) lack high priority for DRMO support;
The State Catastrophic Incident Planning Team (SCIPT) anticipates that no emergency
resources will be made available to the Olympic Peninsula subsequent to a Cascadia
disaster event.

Program Innovations, Results and Accolades
INNOVATIONS
RESPONSE PRIORITIES - In the first week after an event, the five highest SOA response priorities will
be:
1. Restoring Communications, Command and Control;
2. Rapid attention to Life Safety issues (Medical Care, Search and Rescue);
3. Comprehensive Damage Assessment and Reporting;
4. Restoring supply lifelines (reopening roadways and transportation corridors);
5. Organizing Mass Care and Sheltering facilities.
Consistent with these response priorities, CCFD3 CERT teams are organized and deployed specifically to
support connectivity, Life Safety, and Damage Assessments. The CCFD3 CERT Program represents an
innovative and largely unique response to the special conditions and potential disaster risks that exist on
the Olympic Peninsula.



CERT MEMBERS: Every CCFD3 CERT team member must be a CERT Course
graduate, certified, receive identification, and be assigned to serve under the operational
control of a responsible government agency.



CERT ORGANIZATION: CCFD3 CERT members must maintain continuous readiness
for possible mobilization. Each CERT team must contain a minimum of 10 members;
ideally 20 to 25 members. The team must meet monthly to train and maintain individual
and team skills, and new training topics will be presented from time to time. When
deployed, the team will be assigned to a defined area of operation (microisland/neighborhood).
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CERT volunteers march each year to raise community awareness of the program,
The 2020 parade was canceled due to the COVID-19 Pandemic.
PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT


RECRUITMENT -New CERT members are recruited by “word of mouth” from current
CERT members and community awareness activities. Volunteers participate in a 25-hour
basic academy held over three Saturdays. Candidates are then assigned to neighborhoodbased teams tasked to provide search and rescue services.



PROGRAM SUPPORT – The program forms teams to cover various neighborhoods,
establish team leadership, and assign new members accordingly. Teams continue training
monthly to maintain skills required for Type IV Urban Search and Rescue standards.
CERT teams will have specific assigned missions, pre-established plans, assembly areas,
equipment sets, search areas and leadership.



PROGRAM STRUCTURE - CERT Program management entails:





Enhancements to the Basic CERT Course from FEMA;
Team formation for continuous readiness;
Structured program leadership, oversight processes and ongoing support;
Regular exercises and drills to maintain skills and abilities.
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Organizational Response to COVID19 Emergency
Local response to the COVID-19 Pandemic began as early as Mid-March of 2020, but the
capabilities that enabled the actual response were put in place at least a year earlier.
Clallam County is organized into five emergency operations areas; Sequim, Port Angeles,
Joyce, North Coast (Clallam Bay, Sekiu & Neah Bay), and Forks. Each area is
responsible for directing emergency responses within its own respective area. Within the
Sequim Emergency Operations Area, the City of Sequim and CCFD3 entered into a joint
agreement in 2019 in which the two organizations mutually agreed to establish the
Sequim Operational Area (SOA) and to work jointly as lead agencies for localized
emergency response actions in Eastern Clallam County (Gardiner to Deer Park). Because
this collaborative effort had already been established, the SOA team was able to
accumulate a full year of cooperative experience prior to the sudden emergency of the
COVID-19 Pandemic.
When the Pandemic hit the Olympic Peninsula in mid-March, the SOA activated its
Emergency Coordination Center (ECC) and operated it until mid-June. During this time,
the ECC was relocated from the Sequim Transit Center to the Guy Cole facility and it is
ready to reopen quickly if the necessity arises. During its time of activation, the ECC
developed a number of detailed plans to address both immediate issues and matters which
would also have relevance in future disasters. Plans included:















Liaison outreach to key community groups to establish working relationships;
Hospital Surge Plan using local hotels & medical facilities;
DMORT (Deceased Body Plan);
Transportation plans;
Collaborative Feeding Plan working with Sequim School District;
Community Points of Distribution of Supplies (CPOD’s);
Sheltering plans;
Detailed tracking of COVID-19 progression and trends;
Drive through testing or vaccination plans;
Shelter Intake, Operations and Support Processes;
Community education regarding COVID-19;
Coordinating County Donations in SOA;
Identifying and ensuring community shortfalls would be met;
Supporting local businesses continuity of operations.
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Delegations of Authority Streamlined Emergency Actions:
Another important development in 2020 was an administrative improvement. The Sequim
Operational Area (SOA) received its first Delegation of Authority letter in the history of
Clallam County in which the county, officially, agreed to delegate some legal and financial
authority to the SOA to act on the county’s behalf. A second delegation of authority letter
was given to the SOA that permitted agencies in that operational area to distribute Federal
and State received food to the citizens here by means of a COVID-19 Care Food Package
CPOD. These two authorizations have streamlined emergency decision-making processes
and will definitely expedite local ability in responding quickly to future disasters.
Volunteer Response to Local COVID-19 Pandemic Emergency
Two volunteer groups distinguished themselves during the COVID-19 Pandemic of 2020.
One was the Sequim Police Department’s Volunteers in Police Service (VIPS) and the
other was CCFD3’s Community Emergency Response Teams (CERTs). Over 110 CERTS
and 6 VIPS participated in the COVID-19 response. They have been recognized both at
the State level in the Governor’s Office and at the Federal FEMA Region 10 level for their
efforts. Despite their regular interactions with the public, none of the VIPS/CERTs have
become COVID-19 positive from serving; this is a testament to the safety measures
implemented.
Volunteers supported the following key activities -



Lisa Gilbert from CERT 12, an expert in Public Health Education, developed a COVID19 presentation which shared the CDC and Mayo clinics recommendations on how best
to protect oneself from the virus.



A team of CERT volunteers (CERT 11, 12, 3, 16, 9, 13 and others) distributed over five
thousand COVID-19 informational flyers to all the businesses within the SOA. They also
supported Port Angeles’ request for flyer distribution in that area as well.



Three thousand copies of a second flyer directing citizens to use 211 rather than 911 to
seek information was also delivered by CERTs to all businesses in the SOA.



John Viada (Division Chief Sequim) and CERT 2 established a phone bank team to make
calls from their homes to gather emergency response capability data and contacts from
key service groups, churches, business groups and agencies if needed. This greatly
expanded the knowledge base for the development of plans in the ECC and led to some
of the volunteer service and business coordination in the community. This data will be
helpful for dealing with future events as well.



CERTs have also been assisting in COVID-19 planning and updating outbreak tracking,
the modeling of the disease, and updating daily status’ in the county and surrounding
counties.
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Keith Koehler (CERT 7 & Asst. Division Chief Sequim) and Blaine Zechenelly, having
learned that Harbor Freight was willing to donate Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)
to hard pressed hospitals, quickly coordinated a surprise delivery of PPE for the Olympic
Medical Center’s Hospital (OMC). Eric Lewis, CEO of OMC at that time, and the staff
greatly appreciated the surprise donation which came just as their remaining PPE supplies
had dwindled to their lowest point. The donation amounted to three shipping pallets of
gloves, face shields, and N95 masks.



The heart of the ECC is the Message Center where all requests and information updates
are processed and logged before onward delivery to the various divisions (Public
Information, Logistics, Planning, Operations, and Command). CERT staffed the Message
Center every day when the ECC was open. CERTs also provide the service of daily
cleaning and disinfecting of work surfaces.



The Public Information Officers (PIO) craft official communications for the
community. CERTs were assigned to assist in posting COVID-19 and other urgent
information on the kiosks placed throughout the City of Sequim. CERTs would
physically drive to information kiosks around the community on a regular basis and post
new information for the PIOs. Examples of their work can be seen in this video link on
social distancing. https://www.facebook.com/sequimwagov/videos/864440507405534/



CERTs provided essential IT support in the ECC, including printer maintenance,
networking and PC support.



CERTs also staffed the donations center at Sequim’s Greywolf Elementary School which
received community donated supplies of hand-made masks, gloves, gowns, and other
PPE. Over ten thousand items including five thousand masks, were donated from the
Sequim community to the county for distribution to medical facilities. See them in action
in this video link. https://www.facebook.com/sequimwagov/videos/530226301011934/



In addition, CERTs worked with local community volunteer partners to assist the City of
Sequim and CCFD 3 in addressing urgent local needs for cloth masks within the
immediate operational area as part of the Mask Challenge Campaign. See the Mask
Challenge story at this video link.
https://www.facebook.com/sequimwagov/videos/558769355075660/

All of these efforts are representative of the profound spirit of
selfless service present in this community. This report has
described some of the CERTs who directly supported the
COVID-19 efforts, yet we should also acknowledge the
countless numbers of CERT members who also helped in the
Mask Challenge, at the Food Bank, at their churches and service
groups making PPE, collecting and distributing food, delivering
prescriptions, providing emotional support and many other
efforts as well.
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Letter of Thanks from FEMA’s National Preparedness Division:
Clallam County Fire District #3 and the Sequim Operational Area received a commendation from
FEMA’s National Preparedness Division this summer. The commendation is quoted below:

During this challenging and unusual time, it’s been absolutely inspiring, reassuring, and heart-warming to
see individuals, neighborhoods, and communities come together to help one another out and lift each
other up. People helping people is what it's all about, whether through a household/neighborhood
emergency, regional disaster, or global pandemic. The Clallam County Fire District 3 and Sequim
Operational Area exude the importance of community preparedness and support. The fact that over 500
people in your jurisdiction have taken the Community Emergency Response Team (CERT) training and
over 1,300 residents have been involved in Map Your Neighborhood speaks volumes. Both of these
programs provide training, structure, and tools to better equip and empower people to help one another
out during stressful times.
Thank you for all that you do. Regardless of what emergency preparedness program you're involved in,
you are helping build a more prepared and resilient community, state, and region at large. As we know, all
disasters start and end locally. It's reassuring to know that Clallam County/Sequim has such a strong
foundation of residents who are ready to step in when the going gets tough.
Keep up the great work. We appreciate your time, energy, and partnership!
Best,

Alyssa Plumer
Community Preparedness Officer
National Preparedness Division, FEMA Region 10
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CERT Training Update for 2020
Prior to the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, the CERT program was making great progress in
recruiting and training more instructors for the CERT Basic Academy course, which is the entry
point for new participants in the CERT program. Despite the virtual shutdown of the CERT training
effort this summer, there have been some successes.
One success, in particular, was the publication of an instructor policy guide which outlines
standard approaches to the delivery of the basic CERT course materials and describes the
expectations that the program places on each instructor. When it is possible to assemble classes
again, the CERT Basic Academy instructors will pick up from where they left off and reopen the
pipeline of new volunteers to keep the program healthy and well-populated with capable and welltrained CERTs.
In the meantime, CERT members are being encouraged to advance their training and awareness of
emergency procedures by participating in on-line instruction. Here are some of the titles, and links,
that CERTs may access:
--Structural Collapse Awareness (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers or USACE). On the Web at
https://rsc.usace.army.mil/?q=Training/Civil-Level-Two/Structural-Collapse-Awarenes
NOTE: This Site uses a USACE security certificate. To install the USACE security certificate, follow the instructions at
https://rsc.usace.army.mil/sites/default/files/Install%20DoD%20Certificates.pdf

The following courses are at the FEMA Web site:
NOTE: FEMA courses require a FEMA SID (Secure ID) that can be obtained at https://cdp.dhs.gov/femasid.

--Introduction to the Incident Command System FEMA ICS-100.
https://training.fema.gov/is/courseoverview.aspx?code=IS-100.c
--An Introduction to the National Incident Management System (NIMS) FEMA ICS-700b.
https://training.fema.gov/is/courseoverview.aspx?code=IS-700.b
--Basic Incident Command System for Initial Response FEMA IS-200c.
https://training.fema.gov/is/courseoverview.aspx?code=IS-200.c
--CERT Supplemental Training: The Incident Command System FEMA IS-315.
https://training.fema.gov/is/courseoverview.aspx?code=IS-315
CERT is improving its training materials and enhancing audio-visual technology. This summer of 2020
we released a new round of training videos for the teams that can be viewed remotely from home or in
small groups. There will be a new set of additional training modules added to the current ones to give
even more training. Moreover, we are developing the use of Google Docs as a central repository for these
modules and other everyday forms that CERTs use. These will give everyone remote access via their
computer so face to face contact will not be necessary to train or to obtain materials. We will also be
building some tools to facilitate on-line meeting capabilities for the teams to enhance their team
communications.
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Communications Update for 2020
Every emergency response situation is critically dependent on
clear and timely communications. To improve CERT
communications capabilities, the program purchased several
examples of mobile UHF & VHF equipment (both a base
station and field antenna) in order to test (and map) radio
ability variables within each team’s operational area. These
radio surveys are being used to determine how best to achieve
the optimal utility of our volunteers’ portable hand-held radios
and ensure that their emergency response efforts will be heard
and usefully directed. In those locations where low-powered
hand-held radios are insufficient to the task, we are exploring
the use of some low-cost technology solutions to address these
shortfalls without having to change out the existing radios the
teams are using today. CERT 2, Diamond Point, was the first
team to have this done. A small UHF antenna was installed on
their shipping container that subsequently enabled hand-held
radio contact with every street in Diamond Point. Other
operational areas are continuing to be surveyed and
establishing similar technical communications enhancements
where needed.
CCFD3 is also setting up a number of command locations
from which teams can support their respective areas’ CERT
operations. For example, antennas are being added and space
reserved at Station 32 to enable Team 13 to communicate with
units in their area. CERT 4 also intends to emplace a new
shipping container in Sunland as a Forward Operation Base
(FOB) for their area of operations.
The CERT program also plans, eventually, to link all the
teams’ FOBs using a “meshed network” and Radio links to
connect the teams to the Sequim ECC, thereby completing the
CERT communications network.
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March 13, 2020
Blaine & Cindy Zechenelly
Sequim, Washington 98382
Dear Blaine & Cindy:
On behalf of Governor Jay Inslee and Serve Washington, I am pleased to notify you of your selection
as a Governor’s Volunteer Service Award recipient. This award recognizes your commitment to
volunteerism. …
Again, congratulations on being selected as a Governor’s Volunteer Service Award honoree. Your
outstanding volunteer efforts through Clallam County Fire District #3 make a difference in our
state. Thank you for your commitment to your community.

Sincerely,
Amber Martin-Jahn
Executive Director Serve Washington
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Clallam County Approved CERT Policy Manual
As the CERT program in Clallam County has grown to include over five hundred (500) participants, with
multiple training venues and far-reaching operational areas, the County recognized the need for some
formal documentation. Consequently, a formal CERT Policy Manual was drafted and finally approved for
county-wide distribution in June 2020. The CERT Policy Manual will help to achieve consistency of
policy application as well as serve as a standard reference for guidance and direction as other parts of the
County move to stand up their own local CERT capabilities.
In his formal letter of distribution, the Director of the Clallam County Emergency Management Division
stated:
“This Policy Manual provides the basis for Clallam County emergency management policy
relative to the CERT Program which applies to all Clallam County emergency management
entities, emergency operations and associated contingencies.”
The Policy Manual therefore has a wide applicability throughout the county, and will help to unify and
promote efficiency among the various First Responder districts around the Olympic Peninsula.
Some of the Organizational, Training, Equipping and Operational features of the Policy Manual include:












Clallam County Emergency Management mission statement for CERT operations;
Descriptions of CERT responsibilities and organizational structures;
Legal status of CERT volunteers as Washington State Emergency Workers;
CERT Code of Conduct and Ethics;
CERT training programs and Instructor policies;
CERT equipment descriptions;
CERT duty status and activation procedures;
Descriptions of the CERT operational areas;
Guidance for deceased victim procedures;
References to Federal and State laws and code authorities;
Format for County-approved delegation of authority letters.

With comprehensive reference documents like this in place, the CERT program will be better able to
sustain a high standard of reliable support to County and City emergency managers as volunteers augment
First Responder efforts in times of disaster or community need.
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Next Steps
In 2021 due to COVID-19 and limited recruitment classes, providing further coverage of neighborhoods
will be necessary. In addition, the CCFD3 CERT program will:


Train and certify more trainers to ease the workload on the current training volunteers, to provide
more depth in the training staff to account for illnesses and absences, and to add capacity in the
event that simultaneous training activities must be conducted.



The program will push to obtain and situate more storage containers in the neighborhoods and
regions where they’re needed. This will help to alleviate storage problems for tools, medical
supplies, communications gear, power and fuel supplies.



Will execute and test the FRS/GMRS radio network on full system basis.



The program will pursue the development and acquisition of mesh-network communications
equipment for each team that, once operational, will enable CERT access to a radio-based, private
internet that will feature Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) telephone, email, and texting
capabilities.



The CERT program will continue to develop its off-line Geographical Information System (GIS)
mapping capability. The intent is to deploy detailed mapping information to each CERT Captain
in order to enhance the accuracy of each team’s Search and Rescue and hazard reporting
activities. The system has been installed on several volunteers’ laptops for testing and assessment.
The CERT GIS application does not require on-line access to the internet in order to function.



CCFD3 will work to support the Clallam EMD by providing “Center of Excellence”
augmentation of administrative tasks required by the State of Washington. For example, database
management of personnel records and filings required.
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Thanks
Finally, the CERT program would like to thank the following sponsors who have contributed either funds
or facilities for meetings in the past.





















Sequim School District – Greywolf Campus
Port Angeles School District – Fairview Elementary
Fifth Avenue Retirement Living – Community Room
Gardiner Community Center Jefferson County
Sequim Grange – Campus
Sequim Dungeness Community Church – Campus
Sequim Community Church – Campus
Sunland Homeowners Association – Campus
Highlands Heights Homeowner’s Association – Office
Dungeness Meadows Homeowner’s Association – Club House
Dominion Terrace Homeowner’s Association – Club House
Dungeness Valley Lutheran Church – Campus
Clallam County Transit/City of Sequim – Transit Center
Jamestown S’Klallam Tribe - Red Cedar Hall
Agnew Community Center
Gardiner Salmon Derby Association – Funding
Hurricane Ridge Dog Show Association - Funding
91.5 KSQM – Community Room and Publicity
Providence Hospitals Reuse Program – Medical Supplies
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